
Street

In terms of safety of our employees and compliance with legal regulations we ask you to complete this Declaration of 
Contamination. All devices are decontaminated (cleaned) by OTT HydroMet on receipt.
In case of heavy soiling/contamination there is an extra charge for cleaning. A copy of the declaration must be attached 
in a visible way outside the packing. This declaration must be fully completed and signed by an authorized member of 
your company/institution before your shipment will be processed.

Declaration of Contamination

We herewith confirm that we have completed this declaration fully, truthfully and to the best of our knowledge. 
Shipment is made in compliance with all legal regulations that apply to packaging, shipping and labelling of 
dangerous substances. The sender will be liable for any damages that occur caused by failure to declare and to mark 
contamination of the sent in devices.

We will not accept devices which were exposed to radioactive radiation and which were not 
properly decontaminated. If your device is equipped with lithium batteries, please remove 
them before shipping!
Returns containing lithium cells will not be accepted by OTT.

Information about sender

Type/s

Company

Postcode, town

Contact
Phone

Fax

Serial number/s

Request

Date Authorized signature (with company stamp)

Email

Quotation

Toxic no yes

yes Ship the device

which substance?
Acrid no yes which substance?
Explosive no yes which substance?
Radioactive no yes which substance?

Other substances no yes which substance?
Biological e.g. sludge, mussels etc. no

no Do not ship the device

yes which substance?

Please name all substances with which the device/s was in contact with

Sort of contamination

Was the device flushed out and is it free from hazardous substances?

Legally binding declaration

Maintenance Repair Calibration

Reason of return shipment
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